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Abstract. The Network Management Abstraction Layer (NMAL) extends perf-
SONAR capabilities to include automated network topology discovery and
tracking in the Unified Network Information Service (UNIS), and incorporate
Software Defined Networking (SDN) into overall operations of the OSiRIS dis-
tributed Ceph infrastructure. We deploy perfSONAR components both within
OSiRIS and at our “client” locations to allow monitoring and measuring the net-
works interconnecting science domain users and OSiRIS components. Topol-
ogy discovery (using an SDN controller application) and Flange Network Or-
chestration (NOS) rules are used to dynamically manage network pathing in our
testbed environments. NMAL components have been containerized to operate
within the Services Layer at the Edge (SLATE) infrastructure, and we describe
our experiences in packaging and deploying our services.

1 Introduction
The Open Storage Research Infrastructure (OSiRIS) Network Management Abstraction
Layer (NMAL) provides services for curating a near real-time model of the network as well
as applying rules for the management and orchestration of the discovered network. SLATE
provides a platform for Services Layer At The Edge, enabling containerized centrally defined
and managed applications deployed from a curated application catalog. In this paper we will
discuss a joint collaboration between OSiRIS and SLATE, incorporating NMAL capabilities
to better support SLATE applications. Our recent efforts have allowed NMAL services to be
integrated into the SLATE service deployment and orchestration platform and we will discuss
that work and our results in this paper.

2 Background
2.1 OSiRIS

OSiRIS[1] is a collaboration of scientists, computer engineers and technicians, network and
storage researchers and information science professionals from University of Michigan/ARC-
TS (UM), Michigan State University/iCER (MSU), Wayne State University (WSU), and In-
diana University (IU). Recently we have also collaborated with the Van Andel Institute (VAI)
in Grand Rapids, MI to extend our Ceph[2, 3] cluster with a small, fast cache.
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Figure 1. High-level diagram of key NMAL components.

OSiRIS is one of four NSF "Campus Computing: Data, Networking, Innovation: Data
Infrastructure Building Blocks" (CC*DNI DIBBs) projects funded in 2015. The project focus
is on prototyping and evaluating a software-defined storage infrastructure for three primary
Michigan research universities, and is designed to support multiple science domains with
one system. The project’s goal is to provide transparent, high-performance access to a sin-
gle distributed storage infrastructure from well-connected locations on any of the campuses
hosting OSiRIS. By providing a single data infrastructure that supports computational ac-
cess “in-place,” it can meet many of the data-intensive and collaboration challenges faced
by its supported research communities and enable them to more easily undertake research
collaborations beyond the border of their own universities.

A single scalable infrastructure is easier to build and maintain than isolated campus data
silos. Data sharing, archiving, security, and life-cycle management can all be implemented
under one infrastructure. At the same time, the OSiRIS architecture allows customized con-
figuration for each research domain to optimize the system for their needs.

2.2 NMAL

NMAL provides active network monitoring, management, and network orchestration for
OSiRIS. It incorporates Periscope[4] monitoring components to extend perfSONAR[5] test
points. This approach allows us to maintain a richer network model. With this model, our
distributed system can optimize the network for performance and resiliency through SDN
(Software Defined Networking). As shown in Figure 1, some key components include the
Unified Network Information Service (UNIS) [6] that combines the capabilities of resource
lookup and network topology services within a general data model and reference implemen-
tation, the Flange network orchestrator and domain specific language (DSL) [7] that drives
network configuration and management, and a topology discovery and SDN component. The
controller is informed by information collected in UNIS and managed by Flange, which al-
lows for dynamically modified network behavior.

2.3 SLATE

The SLATE[8, 9] platform is being created to enable the rapid deployment of centrally de-
fined and managed applications. Built to assist both small scientific collaborations as well
as large NSF Facilities, SLATE provides a curated catalog of applications and an API server
which harness Kubernetes[10, 11], Docker[12], and Helm[13]. SLATE uses these tools to
facilitate deployment and operation of edge services such as Globus[14–16], perfSONAR,
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HTCondor CE[17–19], StashCache[20], Jupyter[21, 22] and other applications appropriate
to meet the needs of SLATE users. This approach allows groups to reduce the complexity
of bringing campus compute and storage resources to shared national cyberinfrastructure,
such as the Open Science Grid[23, 24]. SLATE enables distributed automation, centralized
delivery and operation of software, gateway and workflow infrastructure.

Beyond hosting the distributed applications necessary to analyze and process the large
amount of data coming from the experiments and facilities, the SLATE platform is able to
also host additional network applications in order to optimize the transfer of the data between
sites. For the SLATE-NMAL collaboration, we packaged the UNIS, Periscope and Flange
network applications and deployed them onto SLATE at various sites. SLATE already had
perfSONAR in its catalog for deployment so we were able to deploy instances quickly to any
point on the distributed topology. We used SLATE to deploy the Network Functions rapidly
throughout the core of the network and to the remote sites. Using the NMAL tools on top
of SLATE, we were able to manipulate the network flows at each point in the network to
optimize data movement.

3 Methodology

In our approach, we deployed perfSONAR components across a national Internet2 SDN
Testbed on top of the SLATE platform with an SDN controller, the UNIS data store, and the
Flange NOS. By monitoring and measuring the networks interconnecting each site, we mim-
icked what science domain users might see between various classes of endpoints. Through
these measurements, UNIS provided a topology database which the Flange NOS used to dy-
namically manage network flow. The SDN controller provided the network control interface
for the Flange NOS.
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Figure 2. Internet2 SDN Testbed with NMAL and SLATE instances

3.1 Topology and Network Orchestration

Realizing the network abstraction and management goals of NMAL requires the ability to
keep an accurate and up-to-date representation of resources. NMAL’s discovery tools are
built around managing metadata in UNIS for a standardized mechanism for reasoning about
the network. NMAL incorporates tools built around SNMP, Traceroute, LLDP, perfSONAR,
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and additional Layer 3 metrics to supply other types of data to UNIS such as the service
capabilities.

The Internet2[25] national backbone provides Advanced Layer2 Services[26] which sup-
ports an overlay SDN Testbed. On the Internet2 SDN Testbed, we can deploy different
topologies across Points of Presence (PoPs). Figure 2 shows the full topology of the SLATE-
NMAL collaboration across the national infrastructure. By provisioning SLATE at each PoP
with perfSONAR and NMAL network applications, we were able test orchestration across
disparate topologies.

To that end, the Flange DSL is used manage the selection of traffic flow between SDN-
enabled switches. Each expression submitted may be static or predicated on conditional
network sate. Figure 3 shows examples of the Flange rules with a predetermined threshold
and generated candidate circuits.

The Flange NOS and DSL utilize topology discovery and measurement tools to provide
automatic provisioning services to network administrators. OSiRIS administrators provide
Flange with a program describing the parameters to be enforced on the network. Each in-
struction defines, either permissively or prohibitively, how data may flow between endpoints.

Flange compiles against the current network state to solve for conditionally optimal so-
lutions for each asserted data flow. These solutions are abstract: Given a network state S on
topology G, Flange yields S′. S′ is interpreted through optional back-end modules. In detail,
the compilation stage generates S′ and registers a requested network state as a netpath. Net-
path re-evaluation may be triggered by new programs, topological changes, or invalidating
conditions on the network. NMAL flows can interact with multiple back-end agents indepen-
dently. For example, a single path representation may be interpreted by both an OpenFlow
switch and a P4 switch independently. This provides NMAL with the flexibility to adapt to
new technologies and configuration mechanisms.

3.2 Controllers and Measurements

The ZoF[27] OpenFlow[28] controller is a python OpenFlow controller for managing traffic
on OpenFlow capable switches. We have taken the ZoF framework and written two applica-
tions for NMAL that work side-by-side as the backbone of the network configuration system.
The topology discovery application captures LLDP packets and supplements the existing set
of devices detected by ZoF on startup to generate a network model. The second applica-
tion serves as a configuration endpoint for Flange. Our variant of the ZoF REST application
implements arbitrary OpenFlow 1.3 rules on top of the default behavior. Though we have
implementations in both the Ryu[29] and ZoF frameworks, for large scale deployment, we
have opted to use Ryu for its stability and complete documentation, and the ZoF controller
for experimentation with its relative ease of modification and introspection.

While the SDN controller provides link-layer topology information, to maintain an accu-
rate model of the behavior of the network, we also track the status of network resources with
time series measurements within NMAL. Data is stored as a sanitized time series of key/value
pairs, while descriptive information is stored as a separate metadata record. This approach
allows the Flange NOS to treat measurements anonymously; the source of the measurement
is abstract and largely irrelevant for the operation of the Flange NOS.

NMAL uses multiple separate measurement agents depending on context, measurement
type, and network resource capabilities. The primary measurement comes from perfSONAR
and tracks active latency and throughput across the topology, and host resources may also
report path information from tools such as traceoute. Further measurements can be gathered
through agents supporting host sflow or other node metric exporters. These measurements
are aggregated as needed by the Flange NOS when resolving program solutions.
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let client = { x | x.name == 'saltlake' }
let server = { x | x.name == 'kansas' }
let rules = { f | f.throughput_bps > 80000000 }

exists client ~rules> server
exists server ~rules> client

Optimal Uncongested Routing

Possible Alternate Routing Under Load
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 PORT 104
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FORWARD
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 PORT 104
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FORWARD
 PORT 103

Figure 3. Programs written in the Flange DSL
and compiled solutions.
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4 Evaluation

4.1 Wide Area Evaluation

We have shown the use of NMAL orchestration capabilities in collaboration with SLATE,
controlling an Internet2 SDN testbed using SLATE-hosted resources to run the Flange NOS.
The Flange NOS software was used to control traffic on a slice of the Internet2 SDN testbed
with resources provided by the SLATE platform. We were able to demonstrate traffic flows
being diverted dynamically between two different paths based on active measurement feed-
back. A Flange program was successfully used to control the selection of traffic flow between
SDN-enabled switches based on a predetermined measurement threshold applied on either a
throughput or latency dimension (Fig. 3).

4.2 QoS Evaluation

With a mature implementation of UNIS and Flange, one of the overarching goals of NMAL
is to better manage the flow of traffic between OSiRIS sites. Such flow management is of
particular importance when there exists asymmetric bandwidth between one or more deploy-
ments which presents a bottleneck condition during normal Ceph operations. This fact has
necessitated throttling of Ceph operations to avoid creating denial-of-service behavior at sites
with less bandwidth than other deployments.

One approach to resolving the capacity imbalance is to enable quality-of-service (QoS)
configuration at each site to manage traffic originating from Ceph operations at the network
layer. We are evaluating two general mechanisms to address the issues described above 1)
applying priority queues to ensure that adequate bandwidth exists for Ceph operations to pre-
vent timeouts, and 2) applying traffic shaping to provide better transport protocol performance
between sites with asymmetric link capacities.

We have deployed a testbed to evaluate traffic shaping techniques using an SDN con-
troller called OpenVSwitch (OVS) (Fig. 4). Three hosts in the testbed topology represents
OSiRIS sites to which we can apply various latency, bottleneck, and QoS paramaters using
a combination of OVS and Linux traffic classification. This testbed provides an opportunity
to stress-test the mechanisms being evaluated, observe the behavior on a controlled Ceph in-
stallation (emulating the software running on OSiRIS), and develop a set of best practices for
eventual deployment at the production sites.

The testbed was configured to simulate the behavior of OSiRIS; each host, OSD1 through
OSD3, contains an OVS bridge with a pre-configured queue with a max-rate of 900 Mb/s.
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A single host (OSD3) is configured to induce a twenty millisecond latency and constrict
bandwidth to 1Gbps.

In order to induce congestion on the network we used the RADOS benchmark tool[30]
with 120 second runs. During this time, we observed the expected performance impacts from
the induced latency and bandwidth constraints on OSD3.
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Figure 5. Distribution of average throughput per sample

4.3 Traffic shaping

To examine the effects of traffic shaping on the performance of the RADOS benchmark, we
performed two distinct test runs using Flange to assert configurations onto the OVS bridges: a
static flow set, and a reactive flow set. The Flange program for the first test explicitly defined
the congested link and set the queue for egress traffic of the neighboring OSDs. This test
represents a best case scenario, but also indiscriminate. The second Flange program is given
an abstract condition: traffic on two links is above 200MB/s. When this condition holds, the
program invokes the Flange NOS to add the queue rules to the uncongested links. This test
represents a middle ground case, Flange detects and configures the network based entirely
on network conditions. This implementation suffers from a lag time between the congesting
event and the Flange NOS asserting new rules. In exchange, burst traffic can exceed the
threshold.

Figure 5 shows the comparative performance of the three tests. With our configuration
and 2000 sample sets we observed an average throughput of 155MB/s when fully congested
and an average throughput of 200MB/s under ideal conditions for an improvement of 28.8%
performance. With Flange managing traffic shaping actively we observed an average through-
put of 188MB/s for an improvement of 21.6% performance.

5 Conclusions

Using the SLATE platform, we have deployed an operational implementation of the OSiRIS
NMAL service running the Flange NOS both in the wide area case on the Internet2 SDN
Testbed as well as on a simulated SDN testbed. We have also demonstrated the ability to
generate responsive network configurations with minimal administrative overhead. Further,
we have shown that we can mitigate the effects of asymmetric site capacities by carefully
shaping network traffic. With the Flange NOS, this traffic shaping may be performed both
proactively or reactively.
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